
Deffkopta

A marvel of orky cunning and ingenuity, the deffkopta is the epitome of the inborn 
ork need for speed and destruction.  The basic principle of the machine is to hold 
itself aloft as the pilot uses his thruster engines to rocket at bone jostling speed 
towards his enemies raining steel and explosive death on them from above.

Movement 

• The deffkopta moves much in the same manner as a ground based 
vehicle, except much faster.  It uses it rotors to position itself then kicks in 
its booster engines to jet ahead in a flash of speed.  The movement is 
resolved in the same manner as vehicle on the ground with a 6” gas 
engine move with up to two 45 degree turns followed by thrust moves.  A 
Deffkopta gets its first thrust for free in the same manner as a bike. A 
deffkopta may thrust up to 8 inches instead of the regular 6inches of 
ground craft. 

Terrain

• A deffkopta ignores all terrain and intervening models during movement.  
It cannot, however, end its movement phase on top of another model.  If 
this happens, simply move the deffkopta to the closest side of the model.  

Crashing into Terrain

• During its move a deffkopta may crash if it comes into contact with terrain 
that is over 3 inches tall as the result of missing  a thruster buster test or 
for some other reason that causes it to be out of the pilots control.  
Resolve this in the same manner as a crash for a ground vehicle.  The 
deffkopta may simply move over the offending terrain in its next movement 
phase, provided it is not immobilized. 

Landing

• A deffkopta may land at any point during its gas engine moves.  It may not 
land if it has attempted to thrust.  A deffkopta may land on any level of 
terrain provided there is a reasonable area to allow it to fit.  It may not land 
on difficult or impassable ground.

• To get on or off a defkopta, it must be on the ground.  It can, however, 
take off after models have embarked.  A Deffkopta may take off at the 
start of its movement phase.

Ramming

• A deffkopta may not ram or be rammed by another vehicle or run over a 
model on foot.  It may crash onto them as described later.  If the deffkopta 
has landed it may be rammed.  In this situation treat the deffkopta as a 
bike.



Shooting

• Much like a bike, a deffkopta has a 2 inch wide column of fire for targeting 
any fixed weapons.  The pilot and crew may instead fire personal 
weapons in any direction.  A deffkopta is not treated as a large vehicle 
when being shot at.  A deffkopta model must be mounted on a reasonable 
flying base as it is less likely to be able to benefit from cover and is more 
likely to be seen by fighters on the ground to target.

Defkoptas in a Campaign

Defkopta

• A deffkopta is a tricky piece of orky know-wots and maintaining it is a full 
time job.  One spanner is required for each defkopta in a mob.

• A deffkopta costs 12 teef.

• A deffkopta may be armed with any gunz (may be twin linked) or any big 
gunz except for a scorcha.

Da Meks

• A deffkopta may be taken to the meks after games but may only be made 
smarter and faster but not ‘eavier,  as bolting more heavy metal armour on 
may cause it to become earthbound.

• No gubbins may be fitted to it for much the same reason.

Da Deffkopta Hit Location Chart (roll D6)

• 1: Crew (if no crew, pilot is hit), Armor Value: 0

◦ A crew member has been hit!  If there is more than one crew member 
then randomize which one is hit.  Any crew member that goes down 
will fall off the deffkopta careening to the ground below with a horrible 
thump!  They are scattered D3 inches in a random direction and take a 
Strength 4 hit causing D3 wounds.

▪ 6: The crewman is hit by the weapon resolve the hit at the weapons 
strength and effects.

▪ 5: Hit by shrapnel- the crewman takes a strength 3 hit.

▪ 3-4: Blast- the crewman must take a strength test or be flung from 
deffkopta, hurtling towards the ground.  If the crewman fails, they 
are scattered D3 inches from the deffkopta and take a strength 4 hit 
causing D3 wounds.

▪ 1: Stay shot- the crewman dodges aside to avoid the shot, causing 
the deffkopta to lurch to the side.  Swerve the deffkopta to the: 1-3 
left or 4-6 right.

• 2: Fixed Weapon (if no fixed weapon then the rotors are hit), Amour 
Value:8



◦ The fixed weapon is hit, roll D6 to determine damage.

▪ 6: Weapon Explodes!- one strength 4 hit is caused to the 
gunner/pilot. The weapon may not be used again this battle.

▪ 5: Slush Clip destroyed- the weapon may not be used for the rest of 
the battle.

▪ 4: Crank Shaft damaged- you must roll a 4+ on a D6 to be able to 
fire the weapon each round.

▪ 3: Luck Nut damaged- the weapon is at -1 to hit for the rest of the 
battle.

▪ 2: Big end jammed- the weapon may not be fired next turn.

▪ 1: Spark Tap snaps- the weapon shots wildly at the ground, 
causing the defkopta to spin.

• 3-4: Rotors and Airframe, Amour Value: 8

◦ The rotors and other important worky bits have been hit; roll a D6 to 
determine the damage.

▪ 6: Main rotor disintegrates in a cloud of metal.  The deffkopta falls 
out of the sky!  Scatter the deffkopta 2D6 inches in a random 
direction and work out damage for the crash.  The defkopta is 
immobilized.  Any pilot and crew members each take a strength 4 
hit causing D3 wounds.  Anything under the deffkopta where it 
crashes also takes a strength 4 hit causing D3 wounds.

▪ 5: Tail rotor hit- scatter the deffkopta 2D6 inches in a random 
direction then it spins.  The pilot must pass a leadership test to 
avoid crashing into the ground.  If he fails, work out the crash 
damage as above.

▪ 4: Bindle rotator knocked off- swerve the deffkopta to the 1-3 left or 
4-6 right.

▪ 3: Angle cog links bent- reduce all moves by 2 inches (gas and 
thrust).  If moves are reduced to zero, the pilot may attempt an 
emergency landing.  The pilot makes a leadership test:  if he 
passes it, no damage is done but the deffkopta is immobilized.  If 
he fails, the deffkopta crashes.  Work out damage as above, 
without scattering the deffkopta.

▪ 2: Struts bent- the deffkopta starts to shake and becomes very hard 
to control.  All leadership tests to turn are taken at -2 for the rest of 
the battle.

▪ 1: Skids fall off- the enemy has shot the landing gear off the bottom 
of the deffkopta.  It may not land or attempt an emergency landing 
for the remainder of the game.  If it is forced to do so it will crash. 
Work out damage as above, without scattering the deffkopta.

• 5: Pilot, Armour Value: 8



◦ The pilot has been hit.  Roll a D6 to determine the damage. As the pilot 
has strapped himself in, if he goes down he is not thrown from the 
deffkopta.  Immediately swerve the deffkopta and move it ahead D6 
inches. In addition roll a D6 to determine whether or not the deffkopta 
has crashed.  On a 1-3 it smashes into the ground, the deffkopta is 
immobilized.  Any pilot and crew members each take a strength 4 hit 
causing D3 wounds.  Anything under the deffkopta where it crashes 
also takes a strength 4 hit causing D3 wounds.  On a 4-6 it remains 
airborne.  Due to the complexity of piloting one of these crazy 
machines no other crewmen may attempt to take over the stick.  Roll at 
the start of each round to see if it crashes after first moving it straight 
ahead D6 inches.

▪ 4-6: The pilot is hit by the weapon, resolve the hit using the 
weapons strength and effects.

▪ 3: The pilot is hit by shrapnel and takes a strength 3 hit.

▪ 2: Outa control -the pilot loses control for a moment. Spin the 
deffkopta then move it D6 inches, facing in the direction that it 
moved.

▪ 1: Kaboom!- the pilot must pass a leadership test or swerve.

• 6: Engines, Armour Value: 10

◦ The engines and other essential bits have been hit.  Roll D6 to 
determine the damage.

▪ 5-6: Fuel explodes!!  This cripples and immobilizes the deffkopta. 
The deffkopta falls out of the sky!  Scatter the deffkopta 2D6 inches 
in a random direction and work out damage for the crash.  Any pilot 
and crew members each take a strength 4 hit causing D3 wounds. 
Anything under the deffkopta where it crashes also takes a strength 
4 hit causing D3 wounds.

▪ 4: Sputtering smoke!- the engine begins to grind as it trails clouds 
of black smoke.  The deffkopta may attempt an emergency landing. 
The pilot makes a leadership test:  if he passes it, no damage is 
done but the deffkopta is immobilized.  If he fails, the deffkopta 
crashes.  Work out damage as above without scattering the 
defkopta.

▪ 3: Thruster engines wrecked-the deffkopta may make no further 
thrust moves for the rest of the battle.

▪ 2: Gas engines cut out -the deffkopta may make no further gas 
engine moves for the rest of the battle.

▪ 1: Thruster jam- the thrusters open up full blast. The deffkopta 
immediately thrusts its maximum distance straight ahead.  It must 
do this until it either fails a thruster buster test or collides with a 
piece of terrain that is more than 3 inches tall.


